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T
. ITU.ODUCTION

The role of high school librarian has demanded an in-

creasingly close acquaintance with audiovisual production

and equipment, and many librarians have indicated a need for

additional depth of course content in the audiovisual field.

The problem is to determine what background is really needed

by the praAitioners. This instrument was developed to e-

licit a conclusive response to that question so that course-

work may be tailored accordingly.

During the past decade, Elementary and Secondary Edu-

cation Act Title programs have fostered a boom in audiovisual

software, i. e., records, filmstrips, etc., for by virtue of

these programs even the smallest schools have been able to

purchase what were previously luxury items belonging to the

technological age they could otherwise scarcely have afforded

to enter. The terms of Title II, in fact, mandated a per-

centage expenditure in the audiovisual software field. Manu-

facturers of hardware, i. e., audiovisual equipment, were

quick to take advantage of the situation and began offering

"free" projectors with the purchase of a certain amount of

software. An opportunity such as this was almost irresist-

ible to smaller schools in particular. With local efforts

supplemented by the government money, no school needed to be

without the embryo of an audiovisual department.
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This growing youncster quickly became the librarian's

responsibility, and the concept of "librarian" began to shift

toward "media specialist," or a similar portmanteau title.

The phenomenal development of the audiovisual field created

the need for librarians to re-tool their skills. and learn to

function in a world of machinery. With consolidation swell-

ing enrollments, many schools found it expedient to obtain

a specialist in audiovisual fields as well as a librarian.

Since the two are interrelated in most universities, however,

both may have an identical background. For this reason and

because a large number of schools still employ one person to

function dually, it is essential that library training pro-

grams keep current as to the practical needs of the jobs for

which they are preparing personnel.

The results of this research will help provide accurate

input to university personnel whose function it is to plan a

comprehensive basic curriculum for school librarians. This

research shows what audiovisual personnel in Indiana schools

with enrollments from 1000 to 2000 really do and what skills

they feel should be included in current professional prepar-

ation.

7



II. REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

Research studies concerning school libraries arc in

comparatively short supply. Tobin found that only 16 out of

477 studies from 1960-1973 dealt with school library use.1

Staff function in United States libraries was examined in

27 of 293 studies,2 yet nothing similar to the scope of this

present problem was researched.

Aaron reported on a five-stage depth study of 50 school

media centers with an eye to determining reasonable standards

for developing an effective program.3 Dealing as it does

with a cross-section of state, local, regional, and national

libraries, it is beyond the range of this research in breadth

yet not specific enough to provide helpful statistics.

Possibly the research paralleling this presPit one

most closely was conducted by the School Library Manpower

Project in 1969. It too is much more general and all-inclu-

sive than is the intent of this study, although examining

the instrument used
4
proved helpful. The library school

1Jane Culver Tobin, "A Study of Library 'Use' Studies,"
Information Stora7e and Retrieval, 10:103, March/April, 1974.

2Ibid., p. 109.

3Shirley Louise Aaron, "A Review of Selected Research
Studies in School Librarianship," School Media Quarterly,
1:43, Fall, 1972.

4School Library MEnpower Project, Task Analysis Survey,
Instrument.



curriculum developed from the Manpower Project 5 is also be-

yond the scope of this research which seeks only to indicate

needs and to relay suggestions from the battlefield back to ,

headquarters,

Totten
6

castigated library schools in general for ig-

noring the fact of non-print media and neglecting to train

students in their use. Hartz reached this conclusion also,

stating that library schools were "not offering the training

necessary to support the field of instructional media."7

The School Library Manpower Project concluded that

school library media specialists must be able not only to

select equipment but also to use and teach the use of all

equipment. 8
However, as Ross D. Sackett pointed out,

. . . developing the full potential of education-
al media means more than just setting up a pro-
jector and rolling a film. It means working
closely with administrators, curriculum special-
ists, media experts, and classroom teachers. It
means setting up the kind of in-service training
that challenges educators to think in terms of
innovation and creativity.9

5Marilynn S. Scott, "Competency-Based Evaluation for
Media Personnel," Audiovisual Instruction, 19:45, June, 1974.

6Herman L. Totten, "Library Education and Non-Print
Media: Where It's At," Journal of Education for Librarian-
ship, 13:182, Winter, 1973.

7Herman Totten and Martin L. Mitchell, "Scope and Con-
tent of Non-Print Media Courses Taught in Graduate Library
Schools," Journal of Education for Librarianship, 14:59,
Summer, 1973.

8
School Library Manpower Project, Occupational Defi-

nitions for School Library Media Personnel, p. 11.

9"Pennsylvania, Nebraska Educators Win 1974 Media
Training Awards," Audiovisual Instruction, 19:66, June, 1974.

9
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Perups it is overemphlsis on this latter cone' p', thlt

caused Healey to denigrate the teaching of "how to" cour:les,

saying thatoth:y should be taught to technicians instead.10

Quinlan assumed a more balanced position when she suggested

that a media professional should be able to do all thins

clerks do but must become a manager. 11

Adams encouraged very close 1.v11-1,c bet.;een teachers and

1

the audiovisual department to enhance curricular impact,-
2

yet he headed upstream of his colleagues when he stated that

local production is mostly a waste of time.
13

Gayer found

close association between curriculum and production in her

New Jersey study,
14

but, concluding that one person could

not do it all, she suggested the need for two specialists.
15

Myers found a positive correlation between media centers and

innovative programs only where audiovisual staff members were

available,
16

and Gaver's findings of a positive relationship

10James S. Healey, "A Road to Media Relevancy,"
Journal orEducation for Librar!anshiL, 13:104, February,
1972.

11
Iola Quinlan, "Developing Effective Library Media

Centers--Now," Illinois Libraries, 55:483, September, 1973.

12
Charles W. Adams, "The School Media Program: A

Position Statement," School Media Quarterly, 2:129, Winter,
1974.

13
Ibid., pp. 141-142.

14
Mary Virginia Gayer, Services of Secondary School

Media Centers, pp. 43, 74.

15Ibid., p. 93.

16
Alpha S. Myers, "Media Centers and Innovation,"

4111? Audiovisual Instruction, 18:80, March, 1973.

2O
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between the number of services and total number of paid staff17

would tend to validate this.

Don nay°, speakinE; at the 1974 AECT Convention, fore-

told increased individualized instruction, a rise in student-

made materials, and more computerized or computer-ascisted

instruction, all of which calls for increased personal in-

volvement on the part of the audiovisual staff.
18 Palmer cited

the ideal production situation as consisting of three people: -9

a content expert, a librarian with time, incentive, and back

ground; a communication expert, an audiovisual professional

who can convert content to form; and a technician, who does

the actual photographing and recording. She quoted a produc-

tion engineer at Dallas Baptist College as saying that 300

man-hours go into a 20-minute slide-tape unit.
20

Neverthe-

less, the editors of Audiovisual Instruction make no apology

when they insist that local production is the answer.
21

Because of overlapping of positions in so many school

libraries, it is almost impossible to find valid statistics

17Mary Virginia Gayer, "Services in Secondary School
Media Centers: A Second Appraisal," School Libraries, 20:19,
Fall, 1970.

18"Role of the Library Media Specialist," Audiovisual
Instruction, 19:39, June, 1974.

19Millicent Palmer, "Creating Slide-Tape Library In-
struction: the Librarian's Role," Drexel Library Quarterly,
8:252, July, 1972.

20Ibid., p. 251.

21"Local Production Revisited," Audiovisual Instruction,
18:4, November, 1973.

11
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on employment. The U. S. Deplrtrlent of Labor reported tLa'.

a 1972 study shower? that "nearly half of all librarians work

)1
in school libraries.' More than half of Ball State Uni-

versity Library iicE rraduates take jobs in school librar-

ies, 23 but no statistics are readily available as to size of

school or specific assignment. Peterson's research of gradu-

ate degree recipients indicated that only 24 per cent of the

1973 graduates entered secondary schools in the audiovisual

field.
24

Tne preceding year, 1972, showed 36 per cent en-

tering secondary schools.
25

The Bureau of Labor Statistics

cited a decrease in the need for librarians which began in

1970, an oversu.pply in 1972, and public libraries hiring

more than school libraries in 1973. 26 This may explain the

drop which Peterson reported.

Overall, a survey of the available literature tends

to reinforce the sense of struggle between librarians and

22U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statis-
tics, News, January 16, 1975, p. 1.

23Interview with Dr. Marina Axeen, Chairman of the
Department of Library Science, Ball State University, Feb-
ruary 3, 1975.

24Gary T. Peterson, "Graduates of Media Programs in
1972-73," Audiovisual Instruction, 19:27, March, 1974.

25Gary T. Peterson, "Instructional Media Graduates
1971-72," Audiovisual Instruction, 18:42, May, 1973.

26U.S. Deaprtment of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statis-
tics, News, January 16, 1975, p. 1.

12
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audiovisual proponents which C1ark27 and Totten 28 remarked

upon. Totten stated elsewhere that ". . . 1.1brary science

educational programs offer few courses in non-print media,

and very few curricula, if any, require students to obtain

even an elementary background in this area."29 No writer

saw anything but a mushrooming future for the audiovisual

aspect of education, and many practitioners shared the con-

cern for adequate practical education which prompted this

study.

The study at hand is a microcosmic view of what pro-

fessional high school audiovisual personnel rea21 are called

-upon to do in the performance of their jobs and, more impor-

tantly, an opportunity for them to prescribe courses which

would be helpful to those who follow them through library

training schools. Although limited in scope-to only a cer-

tain size grouping in one state, the results of the study

should be of vital interest to any library school whose

graduates are certified as competent in both library and

audiovisual fields. The unusually high percentage of re-

turn (76 per cent) and accompanying comments indicate a

deep concern on the part of the respondents that their re-

commendations be heard and heeded.

27Geraldine Clark, "Secondary School Libraries, Prob-
lems, Problems, Problems," School Library Journal, 19:77,
'',-.ch, 1973.

28Totten, "Scope and Content," p. 65.

29Totten, "Library Education," p. 182.
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III. METHOD

Data for this research were collected by means of a

questionnaire30 mailed to the person in charge of the school

audiovisual program in the 104 Indiana public high schools

whose student population falls between 1000 and 2000. Schools

of this size were chosen because the North Central Associa-

tion of Colleges and Schools, of which all are members, man-

dates at least two full-time specialists in schools of 1500

or more, and schools between 300 and 1499 must have one full-

time specialist in media.31 The lower cut-off of 1000 pro-

vided approximately the same number of schools as the 1500

to 2000 group, and they were deemed large enough to have in

their inventories most of the audiovisual equipment referred

to in the questionnaire. The instrument reflected the basic

operations of a school audiovisual department, allowing space

for "write-in" additions. Throughout, the tabulations of

answers from librarians who also have full or partial re-

sponsibility for audiovisual were kept separate from tho*e

of the people who serve as full-time or principally audio-

visual personnel. Complete totals are used unless otherwise

specified.

30See Appendix, pp. 51-55.

..,
31Policies and standards for the Approval of Secondary

Schools, 1971-1975, p. 32.

14
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Section I broke down the hardware responsibility of

the audiovisual person into six categories: selection and

ordering of equipment, scheduling and circulation, storing.

and inventory, responsibility for operating equipment, minor

repairs, and major repairs. Fourteen of the more common

equipment categories were listed, and all that was required

was a check in the proper box indicating involvement with

the process. The totaled statistics were similar enough in

the first three groupings that they could be grouped together

for statistical use.

Section II dealt with the extent of responsibility for

budgets and other principal functions accruing to school li-

brary/audiovisual positions. As with the other checklists in

the questionnaire, the tally was recorded on a master copy

of each page and then turned into percentages.

The intent of Section III was to find out who might

share in the budgetary responsibilities which ordinarily fall

to librarians or audiovisual specialists.

Section IV sought to determine what kinds of creative

teaching aids audiovisual people are being called on to help

with. The basic ones were listed, and space was left for

additions.

Section V was intended to assess past success by audio-

visual and library training programs in providing necessary

exposure to needed skills. Respondents were asked to number

their replies in order of importance, and a priority tally

was made.

15
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Section VI provided opportunity for those actively en-

gaged in the field to suggest course content which would help

new professionals function more effectively in Job situations.

This was broken into fifteen related groupings and was to be

checked for production, utilization and selection/evaluation

of each. A number of respondents availed themselves of the

comprehensive column, "all of these," and those answers had

to be added into the proper column before an accurate count

could be made. The count was then turned into percentages.

The seventh section dealt with title and the actual

scope of the position. Section VIII called for the extent of

professional training in library or audiovisual fields.

.Sections VII and VIII required only tabulation by

categories, but the audiovisual budget in Section IX defied

easy charting because of the tremendous range of the data.

A preliminary bar graph was made from the information so that

it could be more easily examined.

The instrument did not require more than approximations

in the areas of enrollment and budget, nor did it ask for the

names of.the schools responding. The picture of the indi-

vidual operation measured in part by the foregoing informa-

tiomand in part by the information in this final section,

i. e., size of school, size of library/audiovisual profes-

sional staff, and the audiovisual budget, was deemed suf-

ficient for the purpose of this research.

Having been largely dictated by spatial needs, the

sequence of the sections in the questionnaire is irrelevant.

16
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Tt waz; felt that a questionnaire which was primarily a chec-

list would be -:ore likely to be returned. The 76 per cent

return of questionnaires yielded 68 per cent usable for this

study. Those which were incomplete and those completed by

non-professionals were disregarded along with a few others

whose organizational patterns differed too greatly from the

norm. Comments from these replies, however, were retained.

The paper is divided into sections correspondimL to

those of the questionnaire32 so that the replies may be com-

pared with the actual instrument more readily. The accompany-

ing letter33 was intentionally casual because this writer

has known too many scholarly, dignified questionnaires to be

filed in the waste basket upon receipt.

32See Appendix, pp. 52-54.

33See Appendix, p. 51.
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IV. FINDINGS

A. SECTION I: Responsibility for AV Equipment34

Section I of the questionnaire was intended to ascer-

tain what responsibility for audiovisual equipment the re-

spondent had in six specific areas: selection and ordering

of equipment, scheduling and circulation for use, storing

and inventory, responsibility for operating the equipment

(or supervising its use), minor repairs, and major repairs.

Totaled replies were similar enough to permit group-

ing of the answers in the first three categories, all of

which are largely library-oriented. A look at the types of

equipment helps explain the ranked order, since those toward

the bottom are still "luxury" items in many places. Note

also that these categories which will figure prominently

throughout this study represent not only traditional "library"

equipment but equipment from the fields of business machines,

graphics, electronics, and photography.

314See Appendix, p. 52.

18
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TABLE I

PERCENTAGE CIF AV PERF=EL '::Hr) HAVE RESPoNrTH-LTTY

FOR SELECTIN, OED:-.FI::G, 7IRCULATTON, 3TORT:!G,

AND INVENTORY OF AUDIOVISUAL HARDWARE

Equipment Percentage

Audio (disc/tape)
85

Projection (2mm, 16mm, 35mm, opaque, overhead) 82

Dry mount press
70

Video
60

Lettering 55

Transparency makers (thermofax, diazo, etc.) 54

Still cameras
50

Laminators
49

Duplicating: (including thermofax, xerox) 44

Slide makers (copy stand, etc.) 44

Microform readers (microfilm/microfiche) 42

Movie cameras
40

Darkroom/photocraphy
21

Filmstrip makers
14

The audio equipment, including as it does both record

players and tape recorders, might well be expected to lead

the list in high school involvement. Projection equipment

runs a close second, but note that 60 per cent of the audio-

visual people are also in charge of television equipment.

These responses were initially separated into two

classes: those who were basically librarians functioning

also as full or part-time audiovisual person and those whose

primary responsibility was audiovisual. The two groups were

tabulated separately before a total was arrived at in every

section of the questionnaire. Table 2 shows the percentage

of the involvement of each group in the responsibilities

shown in Table 1.

A..aL

4..7
P
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TABLE 2

CO!!PARISON OF RESPONSIBILITY FOR SELECTION,
ORDERING, CIRCULATION, =RI-No., AND INVENTORY OF

AUDIOVISUAL EARLdAi: 5:!0:TIN] p7p:,77Ar7E OF RESPONSIBILITY
FOR LIERARY/AV PEOPLE AND AV PEOPLE

i

Equimrent
Percentage

Lib/AV AV

Audio (disc/tape) 54 46

Projection (8mm, 16mm, 35mm, opaque, overhead) 50 50

Dry mount press 53 47

Video 43 57

Lettering 43 57

Transparency makers (thermofax, diazo, etc.) 50

Still cameras 42 58

Laminators 61 39

Duplicating (including; thermofax, xerox) 54 46

Slide makers (copy stand, etc.) 38 62

Microform readers (microfilm/microfiche) 79 21

Movie cameras 40 6o

Darkroom/photography 28 72

Filmstrip makers 43 57

Considering that whether the respondent is a librarian-.

plus-audiovisual person or strictly an audiovisual person he

may be expected to assume the same basic role, the number of

close percentages is instructive. Note that projection and

transparency making responsibility are actually listed as

even 50 per cents. In other words, exactly as many library/AV

as audiovisual people checked responsibility in these areas.

Audio, dry mount, and duplicating are close enough to be

considered major responsibilities of both categories of audio-

visual personnel as well.

Some expected divergence in roles begins at this point,

however. Notice that of the 60 per cent who have responsi-

bility for the video equipment (see Table 1), responsibility

20
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falls upon 14 per cent more audiovisual personnel than li-

brarians who also perform audiovisual duties. Of the 44 per

centwho are responsible for slide makers (see Table 1),

nearly two-thirds are people with total audiovisual respon-

sibility. The statistics on microform readers are likewise

predictable. Of the 42 per cent-who have responsibility for

them (see Table 1), librarians control them more than three-

fourths of the time.

The next two columns of Section I of the question-

naire were intended to measure activities which are usually

thought of as purely audiovisual--the actual operation of the

equipment (or supervision of those who have that responsi-

bility) and the making of minor repairs such as bulb changes.

The final column, major repairs, elicited a very low response,

as expected. Only fourteen indicated responsibility, and

most of these were qualified by a comment that indicated they

merely saw to it that equipment was sent out to be repaired.

1 = 1 = m - = 1

1
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TABLE 3

PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS REPORTING OP1MATION OF
EQUIPMENT OR SUPERVISION OF SAID OPERATION

Equipment Percentar7e
Dry mount press 79
Transparency rakers (thermofax, diazo, etc.) 78
Audio (disc/tape) 75
Projection (3mm, 16mm, 35mm, opaque, overhead) 72

Laminators 60
Duplicating (including thermofax, xerox) 59
Lettering 56

Video 55
Slide makers (copy stand, etc.) 49
Microform readers (microfilm/microfiche) , -. 47

Still cameras 45

Movie cameras 40

Darkroom/photography 29

Filmstrip maker 15

Table 3 shows the overall percentage of audiovisual

personnel who must know how to utilize equipment Noting that

movie cameras, darkroom/photography responsibility, and the

filmstrip maker rank at the bottom here:it is helpful to

refer to their identical position in Table 1 also. This in-

dicates that relatively few schools even own these items.

The filmstrip maker, for instance, is new, expensive, and of

real value only to a school which produces its own software,

on a large scale. The top ranking of the dry mount press

must be understood against the wording of the question: "Are

you responsible for. . . ?" not "How often do you use. . . ?"

This study does not attempt to reflect amount of use but

merely, if it is used, whb must be able to make it work.
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From Table 3 is seen that more than half of the middle-

sized high schools require operating knowledje of all but the

last few items in the table. The first four items are cer-

tainly "musts," and in the final analysis, most lamination is

done in a dry mount press, and most duplicators are closely

related if not identical to transparency makers. A number of

respondents indicated that television was another department

with which they had little to do. This helps explain the

relatively low percentage of the video category in an era in

which television is a very common teaching aid.

A further breakdown can be made by comparing the in-

volvement in these processes of library/AV people with that

of audiovisual personnel.

TABLE 4

COMPARISON OF OPERATION OF EQUIPMENT OR SUPERVISION OF
SAME BETWEEN LIBRARY/AV AND AV PERSONNEL

Equipment
Percentage

Lib/AV AV
Dry mount press /19 51
Transparency makers (thermofax, diazo, etc.) 50 50

Audio (disc/tape\ 53 47

Projection (8mm, 16mm, 35mm, opaque, overhead) 51 49

Laminators 52 48

Duplicating (including thermofax, xerox) 54 46

Lettering 41 59
Video 38 62

Slide makers (copy stand, etc.) 35 65

Microform readers (microfilm/microfiche) 79 21

Still cameras 34 66

Movie cameras 43 57

Darkroom/photo:fraphy 30 70

Filmstrip maker 50 50

dr, ..-I
Ad awl
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In Table 4, some areas show up clearly as beinr in the

realm of the audiovisual rather than library/AV person- -

cameras and photography, for instance. As an example, note

that of the 40 per cent who operate movie cameras (see Table

3), 57 per cent are full-time audiovisual people. Of the 47

per cent who operate microform readers (see Table 3), 79 per

cent are library/AV people. This underlines the division of

duties which is to be expected between non-print and print

orientation, microform materials being basically printed

materials, of course. Approximately one-half of the equip-

ment mentioned is run evenly by both library/AV and AV per-

sonnel.

Note that of the 15 per cent of professionals report-

ing utilization of a filmstrip maker (see Table 3), usage is

evenly divided between those with library/AV responsibility

and those who are strictly audiovisual. The use of the

transparency makers is evenly divided as was responsibility

for this item in Table 2. Others so close as to be considered

equal utilization include the use of the dry mount press,

audio recorders, projection equipment, and laminators. This

positive correlation indicates that all aspects of the fol-

lowing pieces of equipment are principal concerns-to both

library/AV and audiovisual personnel: projectors of all types,

transparency makers, audio (disc/tape) player/recorders, dry

mount, and duplicators.

Table 5 shows the percentage of personnel who are ex-

pected to perform minor repairs such as bulb replacements on

r, A
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equipment. This function includes at least knowing how 'o

open the machine, change the bulb, and look wise when sayin

that it looks as if it had better be sent out for repair.

Only equipment that is actually repairable is included; sev-

eral respondents checked repairs that are never minor. Re-

pairs to camera and photographic equipment were checked by

only one-quarter of the respondents and are not included.

TABLE 5

PERCENTAGE OF PERSONNEL REPORTING RESPONSIBILITY
FOR MINOR REPAIRS TO EQUIPMENT

Equipment Percentage
Projectors (8mm, 16mm, 35mm, opaque, overhead). 82
Audio (disc/tape) 76
Microform readers 51
Duplicators 45
Transparency makers 41
Video 40

Some discrepancy seems to exist in the realm of pro-

jectors. In Table 5, 82 per cent reported being responsible

for minor repairs to projectors, yet in Table 3 only 75 per

cent claim responsibility for the operation of the projectors.

A tote on one reply, to the effect that the teachers not only

run the equipment themselves but also store most of it in

their departments, may help explain this difference.

There can be little doubt of the primacy of the two

top item groupings in Table 5 if the findings of Tables 1 and

3 are to be trusted. Here is the seed of the fruit of this

research: practitioners need to know how to run and make

.....1--,..
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minor repairs on all types of projectors and on sour' equip-

ment such as tape recorders and record players. both li-

brary/AV and audiovisual personnel are affected by these

findings, as Table 6 will show.

TABLE 6

mirori EQUIPI!ENT REPAIRS REPORTED IN PERCENTAGES
BY LIBRARY/A7 AND AV PERSONNEL

Equipment
Percentage

Lib/AV AV
Projectors (5=, 16mm, 35mm, opaque, overhead) 47 53

Audio (disc/tape) 48 52

Microform readers 78 22

Duplicators 44 56

Transparency makers 42 58

Video 36 64

Table 6 indicates that specialists working in strictly

audiovisual capacities tend to average 5 per cent more repair

involvement where projectors and audio equipment are concerned

and 14 per cent more where duplicators and transparency makers

are involved than the personnel who cover both library and

audiovisual. Video repair falls not surprisingly to twice

as many audiovisual people as combined library/AV, and the

care and feeding of microform readers devolves upon library/

AV people four-fifths of the time. By and large, however,

Table 6 points out the basic fact that librarians who also

serve as audiovisual personnel do nearly the same quantity

of minor repairs as those who wear the label "audiovisual."

rya
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One last comparison may be helpful--an aggregate per-

centage of total involvement in audiovisual care, maintenance,

and use. In other words, Table 7 is a summary of the per cent

of involvement in the total selection and use of the more com-

mon types of audiovisual equipment.

TABLE 7

AGGREGATE PERCENTAGES OF THE AV PERSON'S TOTAL
INVOLVEMENT WITH AUDIOVISUAL EQUIPMENT

Equipment PercentaFe
Projection (8mm, 16mm, 35mm, opaque, overhead) 79
Audio (disc/tape) 79
Dry mount press 65
Transparency makers (thermofax, diazo, etc.) 57
Video 52
Duplicators (including thermofax, xerox) 49
Laminators 48
Lettering sets 48
Microform readers (microfilm/microfiche) 47
Slide makers (copy stand, etc.) 41
Still cameras 41
Movie cameras 36
Darkroom/photography 22
Filmstrip makers 13

All aspects of audiovisual taken together, again the

audio and projection equipment take a commanding lead over

other equipment, and the more strictly photographic aspects

take last place. From one-half to three-fourths of the

audiovisual personnel deal with most of these items to at

least some extent. As money is made available, new types of

equipment will be added to school media centers, and someone

in the library or audiovisual area will be expected to take

over. One mode of preparation for such additions might well
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be implementing the suggestion of one respondent who suggested

that area workshops centering on equipment be established.

B. SECTION II: Resnow:ibilit'! for AV Software35

Section II of the questionnaire concerned itself with

the extent of responsibility related to software, i. e.,

audiovisual materialc. One final question relatinr to the

equipment budget will be correlated to the answers in Section

III. Table 8 tabulates the basic obligations of any librar-

ian to his collection, allowing for three degrees of involve-

ment.

TABLE 8

PERCENTAGE OF RESPONSIBILITY rOR SOFTWARE

Percentaes

Full
Not

Partial Involved Total
Inventory of software 78 22 100
Circulation of software 73 26 1 100
Storing software 72 27 1 100
Selecting/ordering software 71 26 3 100
Cataloging software 64 24 12 100
Evaluating/previewing software 56 38 6 100
Setting up AV software budget 54 28 18 100

It seems strange that as high as one-fourth of the

audiovisual personnel are only partially responsible for their

own collections, as shown by the first four items in Table 8.

These are essentials in the developr,.nt of a resource or media

center. The lower full responsibility rate on cataloging is

partly attributable to the fact that several systems are

35See Appendix, p. 53.
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centrally cataloged. The higher partial involvement rate on

evaluating and previewing indicates involvement by other mem-

bers of the school--usually faculty members. This is a

healthy sign, but when it is seen that nearly one-fifth of

the audiovisual personnel are not involved in setting up

their own budgets for software, it is cause for some concern.

Audiovisual specialists are presumably trained.to function

as such, and to withhold control of their funds is degrading.

The comparison in Table 9 between library/AV and audio-

visual personnel answers to Section II might shed some light

on the roles they currently fill in Indiana high school media

centers.

TABLE 9

COMPARED PERCENTAGE OF RESPONSIBILITY OF LIBRARY/AV
AND AUDIOVISUAL PERSONNEL FOR SOFTWARE

Percentage

Full
Lib/AV AV

PartialPartial Full
Inventory of software 58 33 42 67
Circulation of software 60 41 40 59
Storing software 59 39 41 61
Selecting/ordering software 51 53 49 47
Cataloging software 58 50 42 50
Evaluating/previewing software 60 38 40 62
Setting up AV software budget 56 33 44 67

Note that only in selecting/ordering software does the

audiovisual specialist approach the 50 per cent mark. That

means that only half of the audiovisual full-time people have

full control over their ordering program. Their average is

lower in all other areas. As Table 9 demonstrates, librarians

dr* Ci
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who are also responsible for the audiovisual program have

r-
considerably greater responsibility for everything to do with

the audiovisual collection. Without exception, more than

half of these people have full responsibility for all aspects

of the AV program. Growing as they did from regular library

situations, it is understandable that audiovisual pro ,ragas be

seond-class, but it is time for re-structuring the manage-

.........,

ment of media centers so that audiovisual specialists can as-

sume responsibility for their own programs. The step-child

days need to be ended.

C. SECTION III: Equipment Budgets36

Section III asks for alternate answers to the last

item of Section II--the item not mentioned on the table. It

was an inquiry as to who sets up the audiovisual equipment

budget. Only 46 per cent of the professionals have full re-

sponsibility for their audiovisual equipment budget, and 27

per cent are not involved at all. Among those who have full

responsibility, librarians account for 54 per cent. Audio-

visual people account for 53 per cent of those who have par-

tial responsibility and also the same percentage of those who

'are not involved with the equipment budget at all.

Section III elicited a variety of answers to the

question, "If you are not involved with the AV budget, who

is?" Several respondents indicated a shared responsibility- -

16 with the business manager, and 9 with the high school

principal. Others mentioned another AV person, another

36
See Appendix, p. 53. m)



librarian, the AV coordinator, the Superintendent, and the

School Board. Because of the size of the high schools in-

26

volved, it is likely that the latter two answers represent

the ultimate rather than the immediate. It is not at all

unusual to Set up a budget and to have it slashed at almost

any level.

D. SECTION IV: Production37

Section IV listed six of the most commonly produced

materials and required a reaction. Table 10 shows the in-

cidence of production responsibility.

TABLE 10

PERSONAL INVOLVE= WITH PREPARATION/PRODUCTION
OF AUDIOVISUAL MATERIALS

Number of
Respondents

Total %
Involved

Per Cent Involved
(by position)

Lib/AV AV

Transparencies 53 75 45 55
Audio tapes 42 60 31 69

Video tapes 36 50 33 67

Slides 34 48 35 65

Filmstrips 11 15 18 82

Motion pictures 11 15 27 73

Transparencies head the list of home-made materials,

and Table 10 shows that three-fourths of the respondents are

involved with this process. Of these, the librarians with

full AV responsibility have only 45 per cent involvement.

37See Appendix, p. 53.
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This is their highest involvement in production, however, as

a careful look at the third column in Table 10 will show. AV

personnel show a decided edge over library/AV people, for the

subject is production. Keeping in mind that the library/AV

people are filling the role of audiovisual specialist in

their schools, this should be cause for concern. In short,

this table indicated that those schools which have not divided

their responsibilities into two positions--one library and

one audiovisual--may well be getting short-changed when it

comes to production of materials which are basic to growing

media involvement and curricular growth within a school.

Additional items produced were written in largely by

audiovisual personnel. They included charts, graphics,

thermofax ditto masters, multi-media programs, multi-image

productions, and slide/tape synchronization. Audiovisual

people and library/AV people both mentioned production of

study prints and still pictures, and library/AV personnel

added only lettering, offset printing, and dry mounting to

the list of items produced.

E. SECTION V: Competency38

"Where did you acquire competency in the AV field?"

was an attempt to determine adequacy of preparation for

utilization of audiovisual equipment. Respondents were

asked to number their answers in order of importance. A

38See Appendix, p. 54.
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large number sinply checked contritutin7 factors. These are

listed in Table 11 as "not sequenced" but are included in the

interest of accuracy.

TABLE 11

SOURCE OF COM'ETENCY 13 AUDIOVISUAL

Order of Inportance On the Job
Library
Courses

In AV
Courses

1 27 1 12
2 11 4 22
3 2 22 4

Not Sequenced 21 12 24
Total 61 39 62

Several other responses were written in, including

prior work experience (as teacher, professional radio broad-

caster, and AV Departmental Assistant at Indiana State Uni-

versity), Radio-TV courses, hobby, and from attending AV

meetings.

Table 11 leaves no doubt as to the sense of inadequacy

felt by even majors in the audiovisual field when they start

a job. One respondent wrote, "My certificate says I'm qual-

ified in audiovisual, but I sure don't feel like it." Note

the solid majority which shows the job as the principal

teacher. Audiovisual courses run a good second place, and

library science courses just as solid a third place. The

non-sequenced answers give audiovisual courses only a slight

edge in frequency of listing.

The problem in university preparation is the lack of

time and the growing diversity of audiovisual equipment

33
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and materials. :evertheless, the writer speaks from experi-

ence when testifying to the embarrassment of havinr to have

a paraprofessional de-onstrate most of the machines in the

inventory. As lone as Indiana licenses certify a library

school graduate in audiovisual, that library school has the

obligation to see to the preparation. One respondent wrote,

"A lot you learn you seldom use; a lot you use was not taught

in any course."

F. SECTION VI: Recommended Course Content39

In Section VI, respondents were asked to indicate what

should be covered in an ideal audiovisual course of study.

Fifteen related groupings were listed to be checked off for

production, utilization, and selection/evaluation. Produc-

tion and utilization were tallied as one, and the three lines

concerning microforms were combined since the statistics were

almost identical. Table 12 gives the percentage of respon-

dents who recommended each grouping for inclusion in the

curriculum.

39See Appendix, p. 54.
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TABLE 12

RECOr...4DLD CjURSE CO:ITENT:
PRODUCTIC:; = UTILIZATION

Unit Percenta -e

Transparencies 92

Slide 89

AV equipment (projectors, recorders, record players) 88

Dry mountinrichartexing/laminating 88

Filmstrip eo

Educational TV-VTR 80

Graphics/letterinr, 80

Bulletin boards/posters 76

Picture liftinc, 74

Motion pictures 62

Microform read ors 60

Flannel/marnet.4.c board 39
Diorama/models/puppetry/papier-mache/paper sculpture 35

Production of overhead transparencies, with 92 per

cent recommendation, is the most-needed skill, followed

closely by slide making, dry mounting, and utilization of

all kinds of equipment. The low score on the final two groups

is a reminder that secondary school audiovisual personnel are

being polled. The use of these methods is fairly well con-

fined to elementary school libraries. With the exception of

the last two, all received at least 60 per cent backing from

these practicing audiovisual people.

Notice the slight shift of priorities when selection

and evaluation become the topic in Table 13. .

..:r
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TABLE 13

RECOv.r:EnED COUR:T. CO=NT:
SELECTION .=.71 E7ALUATION

Unit Percenta7e
AV equipment (projectors, recorders, record players) 2

Slide 80
Transparency 75
Educational TV-VTR 75
Filmstrip 75
Motion pictures 71
Dry moIntim-/chartexinr,/laminating 66
Bulletin boards/posters 64
Graphics/lettering 62
Microform readers 59
Picture lifting 45
Flannel/magnetic board 30
Diorama/models/puppetry/papier-mache/paper sculpture 25

Table 13 tabulates responses relative to selection

and evaluation of equipment. Audiovisual equipment selection

heads the list, having risen two per cent over the need for

utilization; motion pictures has risen nine per cent in im-

portance; and all the others have dropped in importance, as

far as selection is concerned. This may well be because

nowadays a media person usually finds much of the basic

equipment already in the building wearing out, and he will

need to replace old as well as purchase new equipment.

A ranked comparison of the two aspects of audiovisual

course content should be the most effective method of deter-

mining exactly what those in the field recommend. Table 14

provides this comparison.

"6
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TABLE 14

COMPARISON OF THE RANK OF RECOMMENDED COURSE CONTENT

Unit
Production/
Utilization

Selection/
Evaluation

Transparency 1 3
Slide 2 2

AV equipment (projectors, recorders) 3 1

Dry mounting/chartexing/laminating 4 7
Filmstrip 5 5
Educational TV-VTR 6 ...4 -.
Graphics/lettering ,..7-. - °- 9

Bulletin board/posters
-

-. 8 8

Picture lifting 9 11

Motion pictures 10 6

Microform readers 11 10
Flannel/magnetic board 12 12
Diorama/models/puppetry, etc. 13 13

Notice that there is no doubt as to top priority, al-

though rank one and three are opposite in Production and

Selection. Slides are ranked at the number two spot in both,

and filmstrips rate fifth place. Bulletin boards, flannel

boards, and dioramas also were ranked parallel. Aside from

selection and evaluation of motion pictures, no really sig-

nificant variation exists.

Referring to the percentages in Tables 12 and 13, it

would seem reasonable to di.aw a line on Table 14 below

graphics (ranked 7) in the first column (80 per cent) and

below educational TV (ranked 4) in the second column (75

per cent) and consider the top seven items as essentials in

audiovisual courses. Motion picture selection and evaluation

at 71 per cent is a borderline but possibly important unit

as well.
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Two respondents suggested that production courses in

slide, tape, transparency, laminating, and dry mounting be

offered at the undergraduate level. Cix others stressed the

actual use of the machines, not just reading about them, or

as one person stated, a "hands-on" experience is needed.

Two suggested that selection of software be included, and

three felt a definite need for VTR training. Four asked for

a "how to" course on minor machinery repair, and one suggested

that equipment may lie unused unless library/AV students are

given training in personal relations so as to be able to re-

late to their faculty. This latter point is consonant with

some of the insights given in the related research, for cur-

riculum involvement depends on the audiovisual specialist's

relations with his faculty, and mutual trust is imperative.

G. SECTION VII: Official Titles 40

Section VII was set up to determine how the audio-

visual personnel polled see their jobs and what titles they

go by. Twenty-nine respondents are full-time librarians

who also have the full responsibility for the audiovisual

program, and ten are librarians who are partially audio-

visual in assignment (because their program is not large

enough to warrant full-time involvement). Nineteen people

are full-time audiovisual, seven are primarily audiovisual

but with partial library responsibility, five are part-time

40See Appendix, p. 55.
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audiovisual with other responsibilities, and one is an audio-

visual system coordinator. This totals 3s, library-oriemed

people (55 per cent) and 32 who are basic:illy audiovisual

(45 per cent).

Varying official titles used by audiovisual personnel

amounted to fully one-third of the responses, or 22 out of

67 replies. Among those who claim a predominantly audiovisual

role, 12 are called "AV Directors" and 8 are titled "AV Co-

ordinators." Four librarians with audiovisual responsibility

are titled "AV Coordinator," and two are "AV Directors."

One AV person and three librarians with AV responsibility use

the title "I:edia Specialist," while the words "Media Center"

or "Media Coordinator" figure in four other library-oriented

positions. Not unexpected was the landslide of "Librarian,"

the title of 18 (27 per cent) of the respondents who serve

in a dual capacity. Of those who are full-time audiovisual,

one is called "Assistant Librarian" and two others are called

"AV Librarians." Regardless of what title they bear, as is

borne out in Tables 4 and 6, basic audiovisual duties are

common to all who serve in that capacity.

H. SECTION VIII: Training 41

Respondents were not polled on where they received

their training but on the majors or minors in the two fields

of library science and audiovisual education. A total of

126 library and audiovisual majors and minors was reported,

41 See Appendix, p. 55.
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65 of which were in library science and 59 in audiovisual.

The 71 respondon,,s completer! a total of 45 underpTaduate

majors or minors and Si graduate majors and minors. The

following table displays the areas of concentration as re-

lated to the position held.

TABLE 15

TRAINING OP PERSONNEL

Major/Minor Per Cent Major/Minor Per Cent
in Lib. Sc. of Total in AV of Total

Underrraduate 29 23 16 13
Graduate 36 28 45 36
Total 65 51 61 49

Table 15 shows a considerable increase of audiovisual

preparation at the graduate level--36 per cent as against

13 per cent in undergraduate. This may be explained by the

fact that a major or minor in audiovisual is a comparatively

recent development.

Undergraduate library preparation amounted to 23 per

cent of the total, whereas graduate level majors and minors

accounted for only 28 per cent of the training. Graduate

work in audiovisual leads graduate library work by 8 per cent

among the 71 professionals polled.

Table 16 deals with the library oriented 55 per cent

of the respondents. In undergraduate work, library science

has a ten per cent edge, but graduate majors and minors cut

this lead in half, to five per cent.

^0-:



TABLE 26

Oft
TRAINING OF PERSONNEL WHO COMBINE LIBRARY AND

AUDIOVISUAL RESPONSIBILITIES

Major/minor Per Cent najor/ninor Per Cent
in Lib. Sc. of Total in AV of Total

Undergraduate 22 17 9 7

Graduate 27 21 20 16

Total 49 38 29 23

Note that while graduate library science work shows a

four per cent increase, those taking graduate work in audio-

visual show a nine per cent increase. It would appear that

these library oriented people are trying to catch up to those

whose major thrust Was audiovisual to begin with.

TABLE 17

TRAINING OF PERSONNEL INVOLVED IN FULL-TIME
AUDIOVISUAL RESPONSIBILITY

Major/ninor Per Cent Major/Minor Per Cent
in Lib. Sc. of Total in AV of Total

Undergraduate 7 6 7 6

Graduate 9 7 25 20

Total 16 13 32 26

Table 17 shows a remarkable increase in majors and

minors taken in the field of audiovisual by the 45 per cent

who are Primarily audiovisually oriented. Thirteen per cent

more majors and minors were reported in audiovisual graduate

work over library science figures, while the undergraduate

level remained the same.
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Taken together, the statistics in f7ection VIII indi-

cate an active participation in additional course work in the

audiovisual fields. Consideration must also be given to the

untallied but surely present number of audiovisual people

taking additional work for either their own satisfaction or

to satisfy North Central requirements for audiovisual posi-

tions. These would not necessarily amount to formal majors

or minors.

One most interesting circumstance comes to light from

the answers to this section. No undergraduate training in

either library Science or audiovisual was reported by a toil

of 34-- nearly one-half--of the respondents. Eighteen of these

are the full -rime AV personnel, and the remainder are the

dual function people. It was obvious that one respondent did

not know the difference between underrraduate and graduate

majors, but it is to be hoped that this was an exception.

This writer suggests that if this proves to be a valid per-

centage, graduate library schools need to review their course

offerings most carefully and consider inclusion of more basic

courses at this level.

I. SECTION IX: General Information42

Nc.rth Central Association of Colleges and Schools, to

which all the schools in this survey belong, has mandated

that schools of from 300 to 1499 employ at least one full-

time media specialist. Over 1500 enrollment requires two

42See Appendix, p. 55.
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people.43 In this study, the median falls at the midpoint

of 1500 enrollment, and one librarian to one audiovisual per--

son is the ratio. Two schools of.1500, one of 1600, and one

of 2000 are in violation of this standard, according to the

answers submitted on the questionnaires. Each of the four

employs only one professional librarian. One school of 1050

enrollment employs only a half-time professional, also a

violation.

There is no real connection between size of enroll-

merit and number of professional media personnel. The physical

facility, the inventory, and the instructional program de-

termine what staffing is really necessary to run the depart-

ment. Staffing at 1000 students varies from one to three

media professionals, and the variation at 2000 is from one to

four people. The most common staff arrangement is two people,

one assigned to library and one to audiovisual. Thirty-

seven schools are structured this way. Eight schools have

one person who does it all, eight have one and one-half, and

nine have three professionals in the combined department.

Six schools have two librarians, one of whom devotes part

time to audiovisual.

Table 18 gives the average number of librarians and

audiovisual personnel broken down by the upper and lower

halves of the enrollment range of this study.

48Policies and Standards, 1974-1975, p. 32.
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TABLE 18

AVERAGE PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL PER r:EDIA CE::TER

Enrollrent
Number of

AV Professionals
Number of
Librarians

1000-1500 .56 1.14
1500-2000 .82 1.49
1000-2000 .73 1.28

If an average is taken as above, there is scarcely

one half-time AV person in the 1000-1500 enrollment group.

The upper half of the sampling fares better with eight-tenths

of an AV person. Librarians look better statistically, yet

too many might well echo the comment received on one ques-

tionnaire from the only professional in a school of 1600

students: "Help! I'm losing my mind, and the semester's

not over yet." Bear in mind that these who are labeled

"librarians" are the ones who are serving as both librarian

and audiovisual person for their building.

The size of enrollment shows no correlation to the

amount of the budget. Thirteen schools report an AV budget

of between $1000 and $1500. These schools range in size

from 1000 to 2000 students, i. e., the entire range of the

sampling, and half of these serve more than 1500 students.

One school of 1200 enrollment reported a $500 budget, while

one school of 1600 reported at $17,000 budget.

Although the question explicitly asked for the audio-

visual budget, including both hardware and software, a num-

ber of librarians reported their total budget, books included.

44
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Others reported that they never knew what their hardware bud-

get would be, and some did not reply to this question. Thus,

this portion of the questionnaire cannot be considered com-

pletely accurate. It will, however, serve to show the finan-

cial respon,dbility which devolves upon the 97 per cent of

the respondents who select and order materials from these bud-

gets (see Table 8). Table 19 will serve to give some idea of

the budgets found in the schools in this study.

TABLE 19

AUDIOVISUAL BUDGET

Budget Reported
in Dollars Number of Schools Per Cent of Total

Under 1000 1 2

1000-2000 12 21
2000-3000 15 27
3000-4000 18 32
4000-5000 4 7
5000-6000 3 5

6000-7000 1 2

Above 7000 2 4

Totals 56 100

The table makes the median range obvious: by budget

size it is $3000; by median enrollment (1450) it is $3500.

In reviewing these figures given for audiovisual

budgets, it might be well to keep in mind the North Central

minimums.
44 Taking three spots on the sliding scale of ex-

penditure for books, magazines and audiovisual materials,

one finds the requirements listed in Table 20.

44 Policies and Standards, 1974-1975, pp. 31-33.
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Total Pook/AV
Enrollment Number of PocArr; Required ,Iudp.et 'e(luired

1000 7900 :,t3750

1500 9900 $5250
2000 11900 $G750

With the mediea budget of $3000-$3500 in Table 19, it

would appear that inst of the audiovisual departments are

receiving a fairly good proportion of their reasonable re-

quests, unless a great deal of this money is going for equip-

ment. It is instructive to notice the requirements for the

number of books which a school media center must have. In

actual practice, most Indiana librarians have to scramble to

keep up or catch up with this count, and this often manages

to eat into the audiovisual portion of the budget. It is

easily shorted since North Central has not yet established

firm criteria in the area of audiovisual hardware and soft-

ware.

Although no real comparisons may be made because of

the wide spread in budgets and sizes of schools, the impli-

cation is clear that media personnel are responsible for

quite a lot of mcney. One respondent suggested that colleges

provide some prior exposure to budget building and handling.

With the Indiana school budgets set up for the calendar year

and film rentals set up on a school year, keeping track of

expenditures is at best complicated and at worst a fiasco.



V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This study has been an attempt to find out what audio-

visual personnel in medium-sized Indiana public l'igh schools

actually do. In the words of one respondent, "if it lights

up or makes a sound and is associated with instruction," it

is AV responsibility.

Consistency in answers obtained by means of this

questionnaire shows up when comparisons are made between the

respondents' major responsibilities and their suggestions

for course content, as in the following table.

TABLE 21

COMPARISON OF ACTUAL RESPONSIBILITY
WITH COURSE CONTENT SUGGESTIONS

Responsibility for
Selection/Crdering

(from Table 1)
Per Cent Rank

Need for Courses
in Selection/Ordering

(from Table 13)
Per Cent Rank

AV equipment 84 1 90 1

Dry mount 70 2 66 5
Video 60 3 75 3
Lettering 55 4 62 6
Transparency 511 5 75 3

Slide 44 6 80 2

The filmstrip, rated fifth in both Tables 12 and 13,

was not in these above listinr:s. Otherwise, the same six

top items re-appear when actual use on the job and course
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recommendations are compared. Note that information on equip-

ment is a run-away first place, but the others do not neces-

sarily follow any order. Only television ranks the same in

both lists. Courses in slide selection are seen as a par-

ticular need even though current involvement is relatively

low.

In order to find the operation/production similarities,

Table 22 was set up.

TABLE 22

CO:4PARISON OF OPERATING RESPONSIBILITY
WITH COURSE CONTENT SUGGESTIONS

Responsibility for Need for Courses
Operation of Equipment in Production

(from Table :) (from Table 1?)
Per Cent Pank Per Cent Rank

Dry mount 79 1 B8 3

Transparency 78 2 92 1

Audio/Projectors 74 3 , 88 3

Lettering 56 4 80 5

Video 55 5 80 5

Slide 49 6 89 2

Again the top six items appear as in Table 14, with

the exception of the filmstrip which was not included in the

original listings. As in Table 21, the slide is ranked in

second place as a production course need. The making of

transparencies, seen as a primary production need, ran an

extremely close second in actual use. In both operation and

production, video rated a fifth place.

These comparisons with their high percentages under-

score the parallel findings in Table 14 and should provide
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audiovisual course desirners with sound direction. Again,

the unusually high response (76 per cent) from busy people

indicates their desire to help enrich current curricular

offerings in the audiovisual field.

The study determined the responsibility of audio-

visual personnel in areas such as selection and ordering,

scheduling and circulation, and storing and inventory of

audiovisual equipment. It reviewed their responsibility for

operation and repair of equipment as well as budgeting.

The extent of involvement in production of software

at the high school level was instructive in that although

the two categories of library/AV and audiovisual purport to

perform the same functions, those who were strictly audio-

visual were much more active in each of the six categories

listed. This indicates a need for either additional staff-

ing or re-alignment of priorities.

Competency in the field was acquired first on the job,

secondly in audiovisual courses, and lastly in library courses.

Course designers need to examine these findings closely.

Questions regarding professional background elicited

statistics showing a growing amount of graduate work being

done in audiovisual areas by a great many people who have no

prior undergraduate work in the field.

As far as title goes, 31 per cent still go by the

title "Librarian," while "AV Director" or "AV Coordinator"

were the two most common terms for the person with audio-

visual orientation--a total of 39 per cent of the responses.
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Size of school, budget, and professional staff pro-

vided a background for the study, but no conclusive compos-

ite could be drawn from the widely divergent data received.

Since these findings are adequately discussed in the body of

the paper, no summary will be attempted here.

The principal purpose of the research was to obtain

knowledgeable input for course design. Table 14 gives full

ratings, and Tables 21 and 22 validate the earlier findings.

The six audiovisual units rated most important by practicing

Indiana high school audiovisual personnel are: dry mounting;

transparency making; the utilization of all kinds of recorders,

phonographs, and projectors; lettering techniques; television

production; and slide making.

This study centered upon a size group (enrollment 1000-

2000) most likely to have equipment. Further study might

poll schools below 1000 students to investigate the equipment

available in the smaller and definitely one-librarian schools.

A more detailed background search, requesting semester hours

and universities where training was received could be help-

ful in determining whose audiovisual training courses are

actually providing, adequate preparation and might assist in

setting reasonable standards. The writer is, however, more

than satisfied with the response and findings of this study

and feels that it has fulfilled its purpose.
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VII. APPENDIX

A. Letter to Respondents

Dear Librarian:

January 8, 1975

It is with some reluctance that I send this research ques-
tionnaire across your already overcrowded desk, but only those of
us who have faced audiovisual responsibilities can help provide
data for the practical education of future candidates.

The purnose of this study is twofold: to identify the var-
ious kinds of media or audiovisual responsibilities performed by a
librarian in a medium-sized Indiana public high school library; and
to make recommendations as to the contents of a model audiovisual
course to meet the needs of practitioners in the field.

I would appreciate a reply from each professional involved
with AV in your school library organization, along with any com-
ments you might care to add. Your input is vital to the study
(as well as to my grade). Please return to me in the enclosed en-
velope by January 30, at the latest;

Many thanks,

(Mrs.) Barbara Pugh, AV Librarian
Muncie Southside High School
Special Graduate Student
Department of Library Science
Ball State University

Enclosures

P.S. Hey! Wait a minute! Don't put this in your file drawer.
It will take only about five minutes, and it won't hurt you to
get a good deed in early this year. I'll even answer a question-
naire for you sometime.
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B. Questionnaire

I. Your responsibility regarding AV eoninment selection, scheduling, etc.
PLEASE CHECK ALL APPLICABLE ITEMS:

Types of Equipment

Operated by
Select./ Sched./ Storing/ you or under
Order Circ. Inventory your direction

Minor
renairs
(bulbs,etc.)

Major

repairs

Audio (disc/tape) 60 59 61 i3 54 2

Video 39 44 44 39 28 1

Projection (8mm,
16mm, 35mm)

opaque, overhead
55 59 61 51 58 4

Duplicating (incl.

thermofax,xerox,etc.)
34 26 33 41 32 1

Dry mount 52 42 53 55 33 2

Microform readers

(microfilm/fiche)
30 28 33 33 36 1

Still cameras 38 30 36 32 19

Movie cameras 27 24 32 28 19

Transparency makers

(thermofax,diazo,etc.) 42 30 43 54 29 1

Slide makers (copy
stand, etc.) 33 25 35 34 20

Filmstrip makers 11 7 10 10 7

Darkroom/photography 17 12 18 20 12

Lettering sets 42 33 41 39 23 1

Laminators 36 29 38 42 25 1

Others--specify and
check applicable columns
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II, Please indicate the extent of your responsibility:

Full responsibility
(by you or under
your direction)

Partial

responsibility
Not
involved

Setting up AV software budget 34 21 12*

Selecting and ordering software
(including rental)

47 17 2

Evaluating/previewing software 38 26 4

Cataloging software 43 16 8

Storing software 49 18 1

Circulating software 48 17 1

Inventory of software 52 15

Setting up AV equipment budget 28 17 17

III. If you are not involved with the AV budget, who is?

1 another librarian

4 another AV person

a teacher

9 school principal

16 business manager

a committee

10 other (specify)

IV. Do you prepare or surervise the production of the following:

55 transparencies

34 slides

1 filmstrips

11 motion pictures

42 audio tapes

36 video tapes

others (specify)
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V. Where did vou acquire competency in the AV field? Please number in order

of importance.

on the job

in Library science course/s

in AV course/s

other (specify)

VI. Based on your practical needs and
audiovisual course should consist

Units

-11

exnerience,

of? PLEASE

Production Utilization

54

what are the units that an ideal
CHECK ALL APPLICABLE ITEMS.

Selection/
Evaluation All of these

Bulletin board/poster 53 54 45

Flannel/magnetic board 27 27 21

Graphics/lettering 57 56 44

Diorama/models/puppetry/
papier-mache/paper sculpt. 22 25 18

Dry mounting/chartexing/

laminating
64 60 47

Picture lifting 55 48 32

Transparency 67 62 53

Filmstrip 56 57 53

Slide 62 61 56

Motion picture 39 49 50

Educational TV - VTR 55 58 53

AV equipment (projectors,
recorders,record players)

47 62 63

Microform 19 43 42

Microfilm reader/printer 19 44 42

Microfiche reader /printer 18 42 38

Other AV units (specify
and check columns)
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VII, Your official title:

55

OIN 29 full library and AV responsibility combined

10 librarian with partial AV responsibility

19 full-time AV

7 full-time AV with partial library responsibility

VIII. Your training:

Library Science Audiovisual

9 undergraduate major 3 undergraduate major

29 undergraduate minor 13 undergraduate minor

27 graduate major 26 graduate major

9 graduate minor 19 graduate minor

Other:

IX. Your high school:

Member of North Central Association?

Approximate enrollment Grades

No. of professional librarians: full time part time

No. of professional AV personnel: full time part time

Approximate size of your AV budget including hardware and software (not Title II):

below $500 $2000-$2500

$500-$1000 $2500-$3000

$1000-$1500 $3000-$3500

$1500-$2000 over $3500 Specify:

X. Thank you very much for helping with this research. Additional comments may

be written below.
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